
 

 
  
Up to three hours of coverage  
(Details, vows, and portraits) 
 
Included with the collection: 

150 - 175 edited high resolution images  
Custom USB Drive & Presentation Box with 
5 complimentary custom prints 
$25 credit toward prints or products 

 
$1375 
   

 

 
 

 

  
Core coverage of wedding day essentials 
8 hours of coverage 
 
Included with the collection: 

550 - 575 edited high resolution files  
Custom USB Drive & Presentation Box with 
15 complimentary custom prints 
$125 credit toward prints or products 

 
$2475 
  
 

 

 

  
Ideal for mini weddings and gatherings 
5 hours of coverage 
 
Included with the collection: 

325 - 350 edited high resolution images 
Custom USB Drive & Presentation Box with 
10 complimentary custom prints 
$75 credit toward prints or products 
 

$1975 
 

 

  
Unlimited wedding coverage - Recommended for 
the bride who loves details and documentation 
from the day's beginning to end 
  
Included with the collection: 

750 - 800 edited high resolution files  
Custom USB Drive & Presentation Box with 
20 complimentary custom prints 
$175 credit toward prints or products 
 

$2975

 
  

 

WV sales tax (6%) will be added to any collection photographed in West Virginia. 
 
USB Drives and Presentation Boxes are custom designed by Melissa Perella - all artistry is at her discretion and 
does not involve client proofing or approval in the process.  Complimentary prints are chosen by Melissa 
Perella as well under the same terms.   
 
All images are edited, high-resolution images which include full use rights. 
  



 

  
  

  

A perfect way to get comfortable in front of the camera - great for save the dates as well! 
Two to three clothing changes encouraged, with multiple locations in a general vicinity 

40-45 edited high resolution images on a standard USB drive with full use rights 

5  complimentary custom prints 

  

$425  (WV sales tax will be added to sessions photographed in West Virginia) 

 

Please note that locations requested outside of the general Huntington area will incur a modest travel fee 

  

  

  

Many modern clients are putting nearly as much effort into unique rehearsal dinner parties as they do their 

formal wedding receptions - why not professionally document the evening's festivities?  Rehearsal dinner 

coverage is an excellent way to document candid moments and informal portraits before the busy wedding day. 

  

Rehearsal dinner coverage includes up to three hours of documentation:  food, festivities, gift giving, toasts, 

games, and everything in between! 

70 - 80 edited high resolution images on a custom wooden USB Drive with full use rights 

  

$575 (WV sales tax will be added if photographed in West Virginia) 

 


